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Tom Henderson ......... Tom Tyler
Nora Kane ............. Jayne Regan
Dad Kane ............. Lafe McKee
Luke Hargrave ......... Charles King
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Scurvy ............. Slim Whitaker
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Dick ............. Walt William
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Story ............. William Nolte
Continuity .......... Rose Gordon
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Photography ...... J. Henry Kruse, I. A. T. S. E.
Editing ............. Fred Bain
Assistant Director .... Gene George
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Tom Tyler Is Horseman and Weight-Lifting Champ

Born New Yorker — Typifies West

Born at Port Henry, New York, about twenty-one years ago, Tom Tyler, Steiner star appearing currently on the local screens in "The Silver Bullet," has attained prominence in several fields of endeavor and found himself nationally famous in the world of athletics ere he reached full manhood.

When a member of the Los Angeles Athletic Club, the now celebrated film star created a new world's amateur record in the right hand clean and jerk lift of 213 pounds, thereby breaking the former record held by Noah Young, also a member of the club, and until then undefeated.

Tyler is a perfect specimen of the all-around athlete. He scales at 197 pounds and is remarkably fast on his feet. He can perform an extraordinary variety of acrobatic tricks, thrilling stunts on the horizontal bar, and among his other accomplishments is a horseman par excellence.

His first theatrical experience was as a stage extra, and through other following engagements he gradually developed the love of the Thespians art which was destined later to lead him to film stardom. In the interval he was ever a man of action, the quiet life never appealed to him, and during his wanderlust period he was at times an exhibition strong man, a crack amateur boxer, a rough-and-ready lumberjack of the Michigan woods, besides putting in a spell, while a mere lad, as a schooner sailor. And today fans the wide world over hail him as the champion rider, dead-shot gunman and fistic bATTLE of the screen!
Terror rode on the night winds when daring outlaws held wild revel in the border town of Chico, until Tom Tyler came upon the scene to restore Law and Order. There's countless thrills awaiting you in "The Silver Bullet," a roaring, romantic Western that never falters in speed, swings from one breath-taking sequence to another, and hurtles into an astonishing climax.

Most Westerns follow a familiar trail, but Tom Tyler in "The Silver Bullet," whirls you at a bound into a vortex of intrigue, treachery and hurricane combats, combining smashing action with love and adventure interest which hits entirely new angles and keeps you in a guessing fever as to what is coming next!

Through the darkness echoed the crash of galloping hoofs—one brave man, deserted by his suspicious comrades, riding fiercely to head off a band of desperadoes, with blood on their hands and murder in their hearts! Tom Tyler in his greatest Western up-to-date, "The Silver Bullet!"

A regular whoop-em-up, tearing, cyclonic Western--"The Silver Bullet," starring that wild, reckless fighter and fearless rider, Tom Tyler! It's a mad medley of melodramatic incident from start to finish, with never a letup in headlong speed and big punch scenes, a treat for every genuine lover of swift, suspenseful out-door films!

They called him the "quick-trigger man," and he surely was sudden poison to the killers who infested the range and established gun-rule in the town of Chico! Here's where Tom Tyler hits the 100 per cent box office target with every shot he fires from his six-gun! A bully film that's going to make the kids yell with enthusiasm, and make even the grown-ups jump in their seats! There's entertainment as cleanly wholesome as it is wildly exciting in "THE SILVER BULLET."